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6 Functional Neuroimaging of Semantic Memory 

Sharon L. Thompson-Schill, Irene P. Kan, and Robyn T. Oliver 

Five senses; an incurably abstract intellect; a haphazardly selective memory; a set ofpreconcep-
tions and assumptions so numerous that I can never examine more than a minority of them-
never become even conscious of them all. How much of total reality can such an apparatus let 
through? 
-CO S. Lewis 

Nothing, at first view, may seem more unbounded than the thought of man. 
-David Hume 

Centuries of philosophers, psychologists, and, most recently, neuroscientists have 
become fascinated with questions of what we know and how we know it, and their 
attempts to find answers have taken many forms. This chapter approaches these 
questions using the new tools, and hopefully new insights, of the first generations of 
cognitive neuroscientists, who have searched for knowledge about knowledge in 
images of the brain. 

Introduction 

Linguists use the term "semantics" to refer to the meaning of a word or phrase. 
Thus, Endel Tulving borrowed the word "semantic" to refer to a memory system for 
"words and other verbal symbols, their meaning and referents, about relations 
among them, and about rules, formulas, and algorithms" for manipulating them 
(Tulving, 1972,386). Today, most psychologists conceive of a broader meaning than 
"meaning" when they use the term "semantic memory." In the previous edition of 
this Handbook, Alex Martin defined semantic memory as "a broad domain of cogni-
tion composed of knowledge acquired about the world, including facts, concepts, 
and beliefs" (2001, 153). Following in this tradition, we use the term "semantic 
memory" to refer to world knowledge, not just word knowledge. 
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The study of world knowledge has its origins in philosophy, although the termino-
logy has changed across the years:Where Locke wrote of "ideas," psychologists today 
would substitute the word "concepts" to refer to "those expressed by the words 
'whiteness, hardness, sweetness, thinking, motion, man, elephant, army, drunkenness,' 
and others." And while the British empiricists asked about "human understanding," 
cognitive neuroscientists today speak of "semantic memory" to refer to our shared 
knowledge of the world. Despite the new vocabulary, many of the central themes 
remain. Consider the question of the relation between knowledge and experience: 
Locke argued "Whence comes [the mind] by that vast store, which the busy and 
boundless fancy of man has painted on it with an almost endless variety? ... To 
this I answer, in one word, From experience." Three centuries later, the British 
psychologist Alan Allport, continuing in the tradition of his empiricist compatriots, 
argued that the sensorimotor systems used to experience the world are also used 
to represent meaning: "The essential idea is that the same neural elements that 
are involved in coding the sensory attributes of a (possibly unknown) object 
presented to eye or hand or ear also make up the elements of the auto-associated 
activity-patterns that represent familiar object-concepts in 'semantic memory'" 
(1985,53). Allport's theory, which is reminiscent of a description of concepts offered 
by Freud in his 1891 monograph on aphasia, was derived from a consideration of 
patterns of impairments to semantic memory following brain damage. In this chapter, 
we examine evidence from neuroimaging studies for an isomorphism between the 
architecture of semantic memory and the architecture of our sensorimotor systems. 
These neuroimaging studies provide new insights about the relation between 
knowledge and experience, using methods that Locke may never have imagined 
possible. 

We have organized the review into three main divisions that reflect parallel (but 
interacting) lines of inquiry into the neural bases of semantic memory. 

Semantic Memory-Episodic Memory Distinction 

Is semantic memory a distinct memory system from episodic memory? If so, what 
neural systems are involved in learning and retrieval of semantic memory? The 
putative division between knowledge of the world and memories of personal events 
emerged in philosophical writings of Broad and Furlong in the first half of the 
twentieth century, although it was not introduced into the language of cognitive 
psychology until 1972 (Tulving, 1972). Today, the extent to which the distinction 
between semantic memory and episodic memory is realized in neural systems is the 
subject of ongoing debate. Much of the evidence brought to bear on this question 
has come from studies of selective impairments of either semantic memory or epi-
sodic memory. In this section, we highlight some of the complementary neuroimag-
ing findings that have addressed this distinction. 
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Organization of Semantic Memory 

What psychological distinctions are realized in the neural systems that support 
semantic memory? Does the neural architecture of semantic memory obey categori-
cal subdivisions among concepts? Is conceptual knowledge distributed among dis-
tinct sensorimotor systems? How is abstract knowledge represented? Distributed 
theories of semantic memory, such as those of Freud and Allport described above, 
emphasize the relation between concepts and their sensorimotor features. In con-
trast, many psychological investigations of concepts have focused on the hierarchical 
relations among them (see Margolis & Laurence, 1999). Discussion of the neural 
instantiation of these relations has been fueled by reports of selective degradation 
of branches of this putative hierarchy (e.g., animals). We begin by reviewing histori-
cal and recent evidence that bears on the question of how taxonomic category 
relations may be represented. Then, following a more in-depth discussion of senso-
rimotor theories, we reconsider the interpretation of some of these startlingly spe-
cific impairments, drawing on new insights from neuroimaging studies of the 
sensorimotor organization of semantic memory. We end with a brief discussion of 
the representation of abstract semantic knowledge-brief, because investigations of 
the representations of physical attributes and categorical relationships have, by and 
large, excluded consideration of abstract concepts and features. In particular, we 
discuss the proposal that distributed sources of information are united in a neural 
"convergence zone" that represents abstract relations. 

Semantic Memory Retrieval 

During retrieval of semantic memory, do different input modalities have preferen-
tial access to certain representations? How do executive control mechanisms guide 
the retrieval process? Our review of sensorimotor theories of object knowledge 
naturally relates to debates about the representation of visual knowledge-Is it 
propositional, is it imagistic, or are there multiple representations? We present evi-
dence that the input modality affects the way in which knowledge is retrieved 
(rather than the format in which it is stored). Finally, once semantic memory has 
been taken apart, we are left with the problem of how to put Humpty together again. 
One consequence of distributed concept representations is the likely occurrence of 
representational conflict when partial, incompatible representations are activated. 
At the end of this section, we argue for the important role that prefrontal cortex 
(PFC) plays in guiding the selection of representations when there are conflicting 
sources of information. 

Throughout this tour of neuroimaging studies of semantic memory, we occasion-
ally make reference to contributions from other methodologies; however, in 
keeping with the goals of this volume, our focus will remain on the recent advances 
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that have been made in our understanding of semantic memory by exammmg 
regional hemodynamic changes in normal volunteers who are busy thinking about 
the world. 

Functional Neuroimaging of Semantic Memory 

Semantic Memory-Episodic Memory Distinction 

Tulving's proposal for a distinction between episodic and semantic memory went 
beyond the mere difference in the content of the memories (i.e., about a personal 
episode vs. about the world). He argued for two functionally distinct memory 
systems on the basis of a dozen sources of evidence, ranging from "armchair specu-
lation" to stochastic independence (1984). Since Tulving's treatise on the organiza-
tion of memory, the cognitive psychology and cognitive neuroscience communities 
have continued to debate the relation between semantic and episodic memory and 
the extent to which this distinction should be viewed as anything more than a useful 
heuristic (e.g., Graham et al., 2000). 

Studies of patients with medial temporal lobe amnesia, which were so instrumen-
tal in separating episodic and procedural memory, generally have reported impair-
ments in both episodic and semantic memory (Gabrieli et al., 1988; Stefanacci et al., 
2000). However, the study of children with early hippocampal damage (i.e., "devel-
opmental amnesia") has revealed grossly impaired episodic memory but seemingly 
normal semantic memory (Vargha-Khadem et al., 2001). These data argue against 
hypotheses that semantic memory is an abstraction of accumulated episodic memo-
ries. On the flip side, numerous patients have been described who show a progressive 
and profound deterioration in the knowledge of facts, object concepts, and vocabu-
lary, despite otherwise normal language, memory, and perception (Hodges et al., 
1994). Patients with semantic dementia, as this syndrome is commonly called, 
typically have a temporal variant of frontotemporal dementia, with extensive but 
asymmetric (left more than right) polar and inferolateral temporal atrophy 
(Galton et al., 2001). 

The description of these neuropsychological impairments, now coupled with 
increasingly sophisticated methods for quantitatively describing the location and 
extent of lesions, has increased attention to the relation between semantic and epi-
sodic memory systems (e.g., Graham et aI., 2000). Neuroimaging studies provide a 
complementary source of evidence for the divide between medial and lateral tem-
poral cortical contributions to these systems. Direct comparisons of semantic and 
episodic memory have revealed activation specific to semantic memory in lateral 
temporal and parietal cortex, lateral and medial PFC, and the dorsomedial nucleus 
of the thalamus (e.g., Maguire & Frith, 2004). The content of the memory (whether 
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episodic or semantic) can affect the patterns of activation, as studies of concrete 
words (Dalla Barba et ai., 1998), musical tunes (Platel et aI., 2003), and spatial 
information (Mayes et aI., 2004) have illustrated. Some of the previously reported 
differences between episodic and semantic retrieval may reflect confounded differ-
ences in content (e.g., semantic retrieval of spatial infonnation activates the hippo-
campus; Mayes et aI., 2004). 

One of the more controversial hypotheses about the neural substrates of episodic 
and semantic memory to emerge from the neuroimaging literature is referred to by 
the acronym HERA (Hemispheric Encoding-Retrieval Asymmetry). The HERA 
model describes the relative specialization of left and right PFC for episodic encod-
ing and retrieval, respectively (Tulving et aI., 1994). Although formulated as an 
explanation of differences during encoding and retrieval of episodic memory, many 
of the studies cited as investigations of episodic encoding could just as easily be 
characterized as studies of semantic retrieval (but see Lee, Robbins et aI., 2002 for 
an example of an attempt to dissociate episodic encoding and semantic retrieval). 
Thus, the bulk of the data speak to a Hemispheric Episodic Semantic Asymmetry 
(though we hesitate to introduce the acronym HESA in any way other than jest!) 
that is relevant for the current discussion. While the HERA model focuses on dif-
ferences in PFC activation patterns, commonalities across semantic and episodic 
retrieval tasks have been reported in a number of studies (Buckner et aI., 1995; 
Dalla Barba et aI., 1998; Nyberg et aI., 2003; Wiggs et ai., 1999). In particular, both 
semantic and episodic retrieval activate regions in the anterior cingulate and left 
PFC; we discuss a possible domain-general role for PFC that may be relevant to 
these observations near the end of the chapter. 

One problem with the attempt to fonn generalizations about the neural bases of 
semantic memory based on a list of studies such as those briefly reviewed here is 
that the devil lies in the details. Each new way of manipulating or measuring seman-
tic retrieval is likely to affect the component processes, of which there are almost 
certainly many, that are involved in each task. The operations involved in monitoring 
a list of words for animals (Dalla Barba et aI., 1998) will not be identical to those 
involved in completing a word stem (Buckner et aI., 1995). Differences in the results 
across studies may be noise, or they may reflect the systematic (but perhaps as yet 
unidentified) manipulation of processes beyond semantic retrieval per se. For 
example, at the end of the chapter we present one such hypothesis for the role of 
left PFC in (some) semantic retrieval tasks. As we argue, the extent to which PFC 
is engaged by a semantic memory task depends on factors that are not, strictly 
speaking, semantic. 

That said, neuroimaging studies comparing episodic and semantic memory can 
be roughly summarized thusly: semantic memory and episodic memory systems rely 
in part on common neural circuitry, activation of which might be understood in 
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terms of variables orthogonal to the episodic/semantic distinction, such as content 
(e.g., spatial, verbal) or cognitive control processes. Nonetheless, semantic memory 
retrieval does have a distinct neural signature, which includes regions of temporal 
and frontal cortex. In the remaining sections of this chapter, we will begin to tease 
apart the unique contributions that these regions make to semantic memory 
processes. 

Organization of Semantic Memory 

Categories of Semantic Memory 
Throughout the twentieth century, clinical neurologists began to notice strikingly 
selective language impairments: anecdotal case studies described patients who were 
unable to understand or produce the names of colors (A. R. Damasio et aI., 1979), 
body parts (Dennis, 1976), people (McKenna & Warrington, 1980), actions 
(Goodglass et aI., 1966), concrete entities (Warrington, 1975), inanimate objects 
(Nielsen, 1936), small, manipulable objects (Konorski, 1967), and indoor objects 
(Yamadori & Albert, 1973). However, it was not until the systematic, experimental 
investigations of Elizabeth Warrington and her colleagues that these so-called cat-
egory-specific deficits began to change the way cognitive psychologists thought 
about the organization of semantic memory. 

In 1983, Warrington and McCarthy described a patient with a specific impairment 
of understanding object names. The next year, Warrington and Shallice (1984) 
described four patients who showed the reverse dissociation, a selective impairment 
in visual identification and verbal comprehension of living things and foods. Thus 
began, in the words of two of its leaders, "the modern era of the study of the repre-
sentation of object concepts in the human brain" (Martin & Caramazza, 2003,195). 
It is a question for historians of science why these two papers captivated the field 
in a way that those which came before had not. But the outcome is clear: not only 
did these studies alter the course of investigations of semantic memory, but they 
also provided a foundational example of the critical role that neuropsychology could 
play in cognitive science (Shallice, 1988). 

There are several excellent reviews of the growing literature reporting category-
specific deficits (e.g., Capitani et aI., 2003; Saffran & Schwartz, 1994). Here, we 
highlight just a few of the important points to emerge from these investigations, 
emphasizing those which have relevance in subsequent sections of this chapter. 

First, in most cases, category-specific impairments are observed ·across multiple 
testing modalities (e.g., pictorial and verbal stimuli). However, deficits have been 
described that are restricted to a single modality (e.g., Hart et aI., 1985), and within-
modality item consistency can exceed between-modality consistency (Warrington 
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& Shallice, 1984). These observations have been interpreted by some as evidence 
for multiple formats of semantic memory. 

Second, selective impairments in knowledge of both living things (something 
described as "animate" or "biological kinds") and nonliving things (sometimes 
described as "inanimate" or "artifacts") have been reported, but the frequency of 
these two deficits is not equal. In a 2003 review, Martin and Caramazza identified 
reports of over 100 patients with a living things deficit in contrast to about 
25 patients with a nonliving things deficit. Although artifactual accounts of living 
things deficits (e.g., complexity, familiarity) have been ruled out in some cases 
(Basso et a1., 1988; Farah et a1., 1991), it is possible that confounding variables have 
created part of the discrepancy in the incidence of these two types of category-spe-
cific deficits. However, the disparity could also reflect important differences in the 
way living and nonliving things are represented that affect the susceptibility of 
semantic knowledge. 

Third, the neuroanatomical correlates of category-specific disorders are hardly 
precise, given the extent of damage present in many cases, but a few generalities 
have been proposed: patients with a living things deficit most commonly have lesions 
that include anterior, inferior, and medial temporal cortex, bilaterally (but left more 
than right). In contrast, patients with a nonliving things deficit typically have large, 
left frontoparietal lesions. However, exceptions to these patterns have been noted 
in both cases (Cararnazza & Shelton, 1998; Tippett et al., 1996). 

Fourth, finer-grained examinations of category-specific deficits have been both 
informative and controversial. In some cases these analyses revealed impairments 
that are broader than "living things": patients with impaired knowledge of animals, 
fruits, and vegetables have been reported to have concurrent deficits identifying 
gemstones (Warrington & Shallice, 1984), liquids and materials (Borgo & Shallice, 
2001), and musical instruments (Silveri & Gainotti, 1988). In other cases, these 
analyses have revealed strikingly narrow category-specific impairments of knowl-
edge of only fruits and vegetables (Crutch & Warrington, 2003) or only animals 
(Caramazza & Shelton, 1998). These exceptions to the broad living/nonliving dis-
tinction continue to inform theories of the organization of semantic memory. 

The dozens of neuropsychological studies reporting category-specific impair-
ments are now complemented by dozens of investigations of category-specificity in 
neurologically intact subjects using functional neuroimaging. One rich source of 
data about category-specificity comes from studies of visual responses to highly 
specific object categories, such as faces (Kanwisher et a1., 1997), places (Epstein & 
Kanwisher, 1998), and body parts (Downing et al., 2001). These studies, and the 
controversy that surrounds them (Haxby et a1., 2001; Tarr & Gauthier, 2000), are 
discussed in detail in Kanwisher (2003). The neuroimaging studies of category-
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specificity reviewed in this chapter are confined to those in which the subject was 
required to retrieve some unpictured information about an object (e.g., its name, 
color, size, etc.). We have excluded studies in which subjects had to passively view 
or briefly remember an object; the difficulty in determining where to draw this line 
highlights the continuity between these two areas of inquiry. 

Initial reports of category-specific activation during semantic processing came 
from studies of word retrieval. For example, a comparison of PET activation during 
verbal fluency (generation of examplars of living and nonliving things) revealed 
differences in left anteromedial temporal cortex (increased for living things) and 
left posterior temporal cortex (increased for nonliving things; Mummery et aI., 
1996). Martin and colleagues (1996) found increased PET activation in left medial 
occipital cortex during animal-naming and in left premotor and middle temporal 
cortex during tool-naming. Both animal-naming and tool-naming activated common 
regions of ventral temporal cortex bilaterally and left PFC; however, in a subsequent 
fMRI study (with better spatial resolution), this group observed multiple, small 
category-specific sites (for animals, tools, faces, and houses) in ventral temporal 
cortex (Chao et aI., 1999). Spitzer and colleagues (Spitzer et aI., 1998; Spitzer et aI., 
1995) also reported small regions of category-specific activity in frontal and tempo-
roparietal cortex during covert naming of living and nonliving things. Although 
there were no consistent areas of category-specific activation across subjects, con-
sistent activation was observed in one subject on two scanning dates. These findings 
were taken as evidence for category-specific semantic representations that are 
highly variable across subjects as a result of different life histories. Damasio 
and colleagues (H. Damasio et aI., 1996; Grabowski et aI., 1998) reported category-
specific PET activation in the left hemisphere during naming of people (temporal 
pole), animals (middle portion of inferior temporal gyrus and medial occipital 
cortex), and tools (posterior portion of inferior temporal gyrus and premotor cortex). 
A similar category-specific organization was observed in patients with lesionsto 
these regions (H. Damasio et aI., 1996); however, these patients had anomia (i.e., 
word retrieval deficits) rather than semantic knowledge deficits. Thus, the evidence 
for category-specific representations in studies of verbal fluency and picture naming 
may reflect principles of lexical organization rather than semantic organization. 

The few studies that have examined category-specific differences with nonverbal 
tasks have reported mixed results. Perani and colleagues (1995, 1999) compared 
PET activation during same-different judgments about animals and tools. In one 
study they reported that tool judgments activated left frontal cortex (although not 
the same premotor region reported elsewhere), but animal judgments were associ-
ated with no consistent locus of activation (Perani et aI., 1995). In a subsequent 
study, they identified common regions of activation for both pictures and words: 
across modalities, tool judgments were associated with middle temporal activation, 
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whereas animal judgments were associated with left fusiform gyrus activation 
(Perani et aI., 1999). Although this study might be seen as an improvement over 
strictly verbal studies, the extent to which semantic knowledge was required for 
these tasks is not clear (e.g., their word task required matching two stimuli presented 
in different fonts, which is arguably non-semantic). 

Tyler and colleagues have conducted a series of experiments that have failed to 
find reliable category-specific activity during word comprehension: across three 
experiments, they observed activity during lexical decision and category judgments 
in a network of areas including the left inferior frontal lobe, left posterior temporal 
cortex, and the anterior temporal poles bilaterally (Devlin et aI., 2002). While they 
did find category differences in some of the same regions as previous studies (i.e., 
the left anterior-medial temporal pole activated specifically for animals and the left 
posterior middle temporal gyrus specifically for tools), these effects were present 
only at lowered statistical thresholds. Utilizing the same category judgment task (i.e., 
Is the fourth item in a list of words from the same semantic category as the first 
three items?), Pilgrim et a1. (2002) found no significant differences between artifact 
and natural kind concepts in an event-related fMRI study. The only significant acti-
vation difference between the two categories emerged in a region of interest analy-
sis in the fusiform gyrus (artifacts greater than natural kinds-oddly, the reverse of 
other studies). Finally, in a third fMRI study, they repeated the experiment but 
restricted the object types to tools and animals (Tyler et aI., 2(03). Again, they failed 
to find category-specific effects at either a statistically corrected threshold or a 
lowered one. 

In summary, attempts to find category-specific activation patterns using neuro-
imaging methods have had mixed success. In principle, the failure to find category-
specific responses could result from neural category-specificity at a spatial resolution 
higher than that of our neuroimaging methods. However, in light of the relatively 
remote lesion sites that have been implicated in category-specific deficits, this is an 
unsatisfying explanation. More likely is the possibility that activation has been 
observed in areas which are not necessary for the performance of a task. Category 
judgments about animals, for example, might activate a widely distributed neural 
network, all of which represents information about animals, but only portions of 
which are necessary to perform the task. Clearly, additional work is necessary to 
discern what specializations exist within this rather extensive collection of regions 
that are recruited during semantic processing. In the next section, we consider one 
candidate organizing principle of a distributed semantic network. 

Attribute Domains of Semantic Memory 
At the outset of this chapter, we briefly introduced a model of semantic memory 
that describes object concepts as distributed mental representations implemented 
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in functionally and physically distinct attribute domains (Allport, 1985). These attri-
bute domains correspond to different sensory or motor domains of which they are 
also a part. In fact, according to Allport, these modules are the very same areas of 
the brain that are dedicated to processing sensorimotor information. Among the 
ideas discussed in this seminal paper,Allport suggested that (1) the class of attribute 
domains that pertain to any given object concept, and thus that serve to represent 
that concept, will vary across objects; (2) object concepts are less vulnerable to brain 
damage, by virtue of their widely distributed representation, than linguistic repre-
sentations (e.g., word forms); (3) those object concepts which are defined over few 
attribute domains will be more vulnerable to brain damage than those which are 
defined over many attribute domains. We will revisit some of these claims, and 
implications of this model for understanding category-specificity, later in the chapter. 
For now, we turn to investigations of attribute domains-namely, what are they, and 
where are they? 

The distinction between visual and functional attributes is the most common and 
perhaps also the coarsest division among attribute domains in the semantic memory 
literature. Research in several diverse areas, from language acquisition (e.g., Gentner, 
1978; Nelson, 1974) to language dysfunction (e.g., Warrington & Shallice, 1984), 
from word reading (e.g., Schreuder et al., 1984) to object categorization (e.g., Rosch 
et al., 1976), indicates that semantic knowledge may be divided into visual and 
functional attributes. Now adding to these sources of evidence, a number of func-
tional neuroimaging studies have reported neuroanatomical dissociations between 
visual and functional attributes (Cappa et al., 1998; Mummery et al., 1998;Thompson-
Schill, Aguirre et al., 1999), or between abstract and concrete words, which, by defi-
nition, differ with regard to visual knowledge (Beauregard et al., 1997; D'Esposito 
et al., 1997; but see Kiehl et al., 1999). For example, retrieving the color of an object 
activates ventral temporal cortex bilaterally, while retrieving an associated action 
activates left middle temporal and prefrontal cortex (Martin et al., 1995). Note that 
the operationalization of "function 0' knowledge has varied widely across these 
studies (e.g., actions, uses, etc), so, to be more accurate, we organize the next two 
sections of the chapter around the principal neuroimaging findings relating to visual 
and nonvisual semantic knowledge. 

Visual Attribute Domains One interpretation of the studies reviewed above is that 
knowledge about visual attributes of an object is represented differently from 
knowledge of nonvisual attributes. This conjecture is related to a central debate in 
cognitive science about the extent to which any type of conceptual knowledge relies 
on perceptual representations (for a review, see Barsalou, 1999). This controversy 
has perhaps been played out most thoroughly in the investigation of mental imagery. 
On one side of the imagery debate are those who maintain that mental images are 
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propositional or symbolic, such as language, and therefore do not share representa-
tions with perception (e.g., Pylyshyn, 1981). On the other side of the debate are 
those who believe that mental images have a spatial format and share representa-
tions with those used during perception (e.g., Kosslyn, 1980). There is mounting 
support for the hypothesis that visual imagery and visual perception share common 
processes, including evidence from brain-damaged patients (Farah, 2000); transcra-
nial magnetic stimulation (Kosslyn et aI., 1999), ERP recordings (Farah, Peronnet 
et al., 1988); and now neuroimaging. 

Numerous neuroimaging studies have found activation in visual cortex during 
mental imagery (e.g., Charlot et al., 1992; D'Esposito et aI., 1997; Goldenberg et aI., 
1991; Goldenberg et aI., 1987; Roland & Friberg, 1985), in extrastriate and occasion-
ally striate cortex. Furthermore, images of different sizes produce different patterns 
of activation, consistent with what is known about the retinotopic mapping of visual 
cortex (Kosslyn et aI., 1993). Across neuroimaging studies of mental imagery, there 
is some disagreement about whether the activation is confined to higher-order visual 
association cortex or whether it includes primary visual cortex. Despite this contro-
versy, there is near agreement that visual imagery activates some retinotopically 
organized cortical regions, which supports the hypothesis that imagery and percep-
tion have common representations. 

We have taken a slightly different approach recently (Kan et aI., 2003), in which 
we examined activation in visual association cortex during a property verification 
task (e.g., Does a camel have a hump?). With no explicit imagery instructions, we 
observed activation in visual association cortex (i.e., fusiform gyrus) only under 
conditions in which conceptual knowledge was required (i.e., not when word asso-
ciation strength would suffice to make a correct response); this pattern indicates a 
specific reliance of conceptual knowledge on perceptual representations. 

If one believes that knowledge of visual attributes depends on visual representa-
tions, then one might logically ask whether divisions that have been observed in 
visual perception exist in our representations of visual knowledge. For example, it 
is well known that regions of cortex are specialized for color perception, motion 
perception, and form perception. Recently, investigators have used functional neu-
roimaging to probe for similar distinctions within semantic knowledge. 

Color Knowledge of color-and its relation to perception of color-has been 
investigated in more neuroimaging studies than any other visual attribute domain. 
Across a wide variety of tasks-including reporting the color of a pictured line 
drawing (Chao & Martin, 1999; Martin et aI., 1995; Wiggs & Martin, 1998), verifying 
the color of a visually or auditorily named object (Kellenbach et aI., 2001; Noppeney 
& Price, 2003), and making similarity judgments across a triad of object names 
(Mummery et aI., 1998)-activation is typically observed in left or bilateral ventral 
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temporal cortex, with a high degree of consistency across studies. Chao and Martin 
(1999) directly compared activation during color perception and color knowledge 
retrieval, and found activation during color naming just anterior to the areas 
responsible for processing color information. A similar finding was reported in a 
comparison of color perception and color imagery (Howard et al., 1998). 

Unlike other regions that are active during a broad range of semantic retrieval 
tasks (e.g., PFC), ventral temporal cortex may be active specifically during color 
retrieval (e.g., in contrast to retrieval of object size knowledge (Kellenbach et al., 
2001). However, contrary to this claim, Noppeney and Price (2003) reported less, 
not more, activation in left ventral temporal cortex during a color retrieval task 
("Red?") for fruits compared with an "origin" retrieval task ("Tropical?"). Whether 
this anomalous finding is specific to the origin task remains to be determined. 

Motion Several early neuroimaging studies of semantic memory reported that 
retrieval of action knowledge activates, among other areas (discussed more below), 
the left middle temporal gyrus (Martin et al., 1995; Warburton et al., 1996; Wise et 
al., 1991), anterior to the region associated with motion perception (MT/MST; e.g., 
Watson et al., 1993; Zeki et al., 1991). Similarly, Decety and colleagues reported 
activation in lateral temporal cortex while imagining actions or observing semanti-
cally meaningful actions (Decety et al., 1997; Ruby & Decety, 2001). Kable and col-
leagues (2002) observed increased activity in (or just anterior to) functionally 
defined MTIMST while subjects made semantic judgments about actions (relative 
to objects). Because of the coincidence of these locations, lateral temporal activation 
during retrieval of action attributes has been attributed to retrieval of motion 
knowledge (Martin et al., 2000). 

In addition to object motion, the lateral temporal lobe has also been implicated 
in biological motion. Specifically, the superior temporal sulcus, which is slightly 
anterior and dorsal to MT, has been shown to be involved when subjects observe 
face and leg motion, mouth movements (e.g., Buccino et al., 2001; Buccino et al., 
2004; Calvert et al., 1997; Calvert & Campbell, 2003; Campbell et al., 2001; Wheaton 
et al., 2004), eye movements (e.g., Pelphrey et al., 2003; Puce et al.,1998), and body 
movements (e.g., Bonda et al., 1996; Grezes et al., 2001; E. Grossman et al., 2000; 
Howard et al., 1996). Given the spatial separation and the consistency of the local-
ization of these two types of motions, Martin and colleagues (Martin et al., 2000) 
proposed a dorsal-ventral divide in the representations of biological and nonbiologi-
cal motion. Consistent with this hypothesis, Beauchamp et al. (2002, 2003) reported 
more activity during viewing of human movement (either videos or point-light dis-
plays) compared to tool movement in the superior temporal sulcus, and the reverse 
pattern in the middle temporal gyrus. To date, this putative distinction has not been 
tested during semantic retrieval tasks. 
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Size The findings of the few studies that specifically examined retrieval of size 
knowledge have been a bit more mixed than those which have looked at color or 
motion: when compared with other semantic retrieval tasks, retrieval of size knowl-
edge has resulted in either no areas of selective activation (Vandenberghe et al., 
1996), activation of medial parietal cortex (Kellenbach et al., 2001), or activation of 
lateral parietal cortex (Oliver & Thompson-Schill, 2(03). Selective activation of 
medial parietal cortex during size retrieval (relative to color retrieval) was attrib-
uted to activation of spatial representations that encode relative size (Kellenbach 
et al., 2001). However, in our study, parietal activation (albeit lateral, not medial) 
was greater during retrieval of size, but also shape, relative to retrieval of color 
knowledge (Oliver & Thompson-Schill, 2003). We discuss the role of the dorsal 
visual processing stream in representing physical properties of objects, including size 
and shape, below. 

Form Most of the studies that have probed the representation of form information 
have focused on the recognition of objects from pictures to explore the question of 
category differences in representation of form information in occipitotemporal 
cortex (Chao et al., 1999; Ishai et al., 2000; Ishai et al., 1999). Likewise, activation 
has been reported in ventral occipitotemporal cortex during mental imagery of 
object shape (e.g., De VoIder et al., 2001; Ganis et al., 2004) or during semantic 
decisions based on object form (Cappa et al..1998). Even in blind subjects, retrieval 
of shape knowledge activates occipitotemporal cortex, to the same extent as in 
sighted subjects (Noppeney et al., 2003; Pietrini et al., 2(04). While results from blind 
subjects have been used to argue that ventral occipitotemporal representations of 
form are abstract and supramodal, this pattern may reflect reorganization of func-
tion in blind individuals (e.g., what may serve as a visual processing area in sighted 
individuals may operate as a spatial or tactile processing region in blind 
individuals). 

Our investigations of shape retrieval highlighted the potential role of the dorsaL 

visual processing stream in the representation of object concepts (Oliver & 
Thompson-Schill, 2(03). When we compared shape retrieval to color retrieval, the 
most prominent selective activation was found in parietal cortex, in regions also 
activated (although less so) during size retrieval. The hypothesized involvement of 
parietal cortex in shape recognition is not without precedent (Murata et al., 2000; 
Peuskens et al., 2004), although the precise role of this region during semantic 
retrieval has not yet been determined. However, the field of visual perception sug-
gests some avenues to explore in further research. 

Extrastriate visual areas can be divided into a ventral stream running from occipi-
tal cortex through temporal cortex and a dorsal stream extending from occipital 
cortex through the parietal lobe (Ungerleider & Mishkin, 1982). It has been 
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proposed that the ventral stream processes the identity of objects during perception, 
while the dorsal stream has been ascribed different roles, including spatial process-
ing (Ungerleider & Mishkin, 1982) and processing performed during visually medi-
ated actions (Goodale & Milner, 1992). By analogy, the dorsal stream may also be 
involved in retrieval of aspects of attributes that are acquired through spatial pro-
cessing or through visually mediated actions. In other words, spatiomotor processing 
may provide another source of information about the shape and size of objects, at 
least for some categories of objects. In particular, objects that have a strong relation-
ship between their form and their manner of manipulation (i.e., a strong affordance 
for action; Gibson, 1979) would be more likely to have motor representations that 
also carry information about their form. Below, we consider implications of this 
additional source of information when discussing vulnerability of semantic memory 
to brain damage. 

Nonvisual Attribute Domains The term "functional knowledge," typically used to 
contrast with visual knowledge when talking about types of semantic memory, has 
been rendered almost meaningless through its abundance of uses. For example, the 
term has been used by some to denote any abstract property that is not physically 
defined (e.g., Schreuder et al., 1984), and by others to denote an attribute that is 
physically defined, but by motor properties rather than sensory properties (e.g., 
Farah & McClelland, 1991; Warrington & McCarthy, 1987). Abandoning this termi-
nology completely, we focus here on action knowledge and how that knowledge 
may be further subdivided into function ("what for") knowledge and manipulation 
("how") knowledge. Then, we briefly review investigations of other nonvisual (but 
sensory) attributes-sound, smell, and taste. 

Action Dozens of neuroimaging studies have investigated the neural bases of 
action knowledge retrieval (e.g., Binkofski, Buccino, Posse, et al., 1999; Binkofski, 

. Buccino, Stephan, et al., 1999; Buccino et al., 2001; Gerlach, Law, Gade, et al., 2002; 
Gerlach, Law, & Paulson, 2002; Grabowski et al., 1998; Grafton et al., 1996; Grafton 
et al., 1997; Kable et al., 2002; Kellenbach et al., 2003; Martin et al., 1995; Martin 
et al., 1996; Perani et al., 1999; Warburton et al., 1996; Wheaton et al., 2004). Across 
a variety of explicit retrieval tasks (e.g., verb generation, similarity judgments) and 
implicit retrieval tasks (e.g., tool identification, pleasantness ratings), a distributed 
network of brain regions including left ventral prefrontal, posterior temporal, and 
parietal areas has consistently been identified. In a recent meta-analysis of 24 
neuroimaging studies of action knowledge retrieval, Grezes and Decety (2001) 
identified considerable overlap in the neural bases of action execution, simulation, 
observation, and verbalization. 
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In particular, the relation between action knowledge in premotor cortex has 
received considerable attention, fueled in part by parallel findings that neurons in 
monkey premotor cortex are involved in the recognition of motor actions (Rizzolatti 
et al., 1996). Differences within premotor cortex have been observed, depending on 
the body part involved in the retrieved action (e.g., Pulvermuller et al., 2001). An 
area of left ventrolateral premotor cortex that is activated by imagined grasping and 
other hand movements with the right hand (Decety, 1996; Decety et al., 1994; 
Stephan et al., 1995) is almost identical to the area activated during tool naming 
(Martin et al., 1996). Based on these results, Martin and colleagues have argued 
that knowledge of tool use is stored in this region (see also Chao & Martin, 
2000; Grabowski et al., 1998; Grafton et al., 1997, for similar findings and 
interpretations). 

There are two distinct meanings of tool use, and of action knowledge more gener-
ally: knowledge of the function of an object (e.g., a key opens a door) and knowledge 
of the manner of manipulation (e.g., using a key involves twisting and turning of 
the hand) have been doubly dissociated in neuropsychological investigations (e.g., 
Buxbaum & Saffran, 1998; Buxbaum et al., 2000; Sirigu et al., 1991). Kellenbach and 
colleagues (2003) reported that PET activation in frontal, middle temporal, and 
parietal cortex is linked to manipulation knowledge, not function knowledge. 
Similarly, Boronat and colleagues (2005) reported selective fMRI activation of the 
inferior parietal cortex during retrieval of manipulation information. Neither of 
these studies found reliable activation associated with retrieval of function knowl-
edge; information about the function of an object (i.e., what it is used for) may 
depend on more abstract representations, which we will consider shortly. 

Other Sensory Domains The few neuroimaging studies that have investigated 
retrieval of auditory knowledge (e.g., animal sounds) have found selective activity 
in the superior aspect of the temporal pole (Noppeney & Price, 2002), temporopa-
rietal cortex near auditory association areas (Kellenbach et al., 2001), and the 
superior temporal gyrus (Adams & Janata, 2002; Wheeler et al., 2000). Overall, it 
appears that the temporal lobe, and in particular auditory association areas in the 
superior temporal lobe, may be selectively involved in the retrieval of auditory 
semantic information. 

Several recent neuroimaging studies have examined selective activation during 
retrieval of information about smell and taste of objects; however, there are meth-
odological issues (e.g., fMRI signal dropout in orbital regions) that make research 
in these areas difficult. Failures to find taste-specific activation (e.g., Noppeney & 
Price, 2003) may reflect these challenges. That said, at least one study has reported 
that taste imagery and taste perception activate common regions within frontal 
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cortex (Levy et al., 1999). Research on odor knowledge has found that, in large part, 
the regions associated with olfactory perception, including orbitofrontal, pyriform, 
and insular cortex, are involved in identification of odors (Cerf-Ducastel & Murphy, 
2003; Dade et al., 1998; Karaken et al., 2003). The tasks used in these studies are the 
olfactory equivalent of a picture-naming task (i.e., subjects must retrieve a name, 
given modality-specific input). To date, there have been no studies of olfactory 
retrieval that are not potentially confounded with effects of olfactory perception. 
Also, olfactory semantic studies that utilized an odor perception baseline task failed 
to find involvement of one or more of these regions (Karaken et al., 2003; Qureshy 
et al., 2000; Royet et al., 1999). 

Abstract Semantic Representations 
Thus far, our discussion of the representation of semantic memory has been con-
fined to physical properties of concrete objects. When Allport articulated his theory 
of the representation of meanings, he limited himself, "for simplicity," to the domain 
of object concepts. Of course, any complete theory of semantic memory has a bit 
more work to do: there are abstract concepts (e.g., peace), abstract features of object 
concepts (e.g., "alive" as a feature of a plant), and abstract relations between con-
cepts (e.g., the ways in which a "bat" is more similar to a "bear" than to a "bird"). 

There is ample neuropsychological evidence for a dissociation between the rep-
resentation of abstract and concrete concepts (e.g., Breedin et al., 1994) that may 
reflect any number of qualitative differences in their acquisition and representa-
tional format. Neuroimaging comparisons of abstract and concrete words have 
identified an inconsistent array of regions associated with abstract concepts in the 
left superior temporal gyrus (Wise et al., 2000), right anterior temporal pole (Kiehl 
et al., 1999), and left posterior middle temporal gyrus (M. Grossman et al., 2002). 
Noppeney and Price (2004) compared fMRI activation while subjects made similar-
ity judgments about triads of visual words, sound words, action words, and abstract 
words that were matched for difficulty. Relative to the three other conditions, 
retrieval of abstract concepts activated the left inferior frontal gyrus, middle tem-
poral gyrus, superior temporal sulcus, and anterior temporal pole. The authors 
suggest that these differences reflect activation of areas involved in sentence com-
prehension, although this is clearly an area in need of more investigation. 

There is, to date, even less work addressing abstract features. One particular 
problem with using functional neuroimaging to compare abstract and co,?crete fea-
tures is that abstract semantic decisions typically take longer to resolve. The left 
inferior PFC has been implicated in extended or controlled semantic processing on 
the basis of studies that might confound effort with abstractness (Roskies et al., 
2001); for example, PFC activity increased when subjects decided that "candle" and 
"halo" were similar, compared to deciding that "candle" and "flame" were similar 
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(Wagner et aI., 2001), arguably a comparison that confounds effort with abstraction. 
To unconfound these processes, Goldberg and colleagues (2004) compared the 
effects of increasin& semantic abstractness and increasing difficulty on activity in 
PFC while subjects verified perceptual or abstract facts about animals. fMRI activa-
tion in left PFC (BA 47) was specifically associated with an increased reliance on 
abstract properties but not increased semantic difficulty. This finding is consistent 
with recent evidence showing that ne_urons in a primate analogue of this region 
represent abstract rules (Wallis et aI., 2001). 

Many cognitive models of semantic memory have described hierarchical net-
works that reflect abstract relations between concepts (e.g., a tree is a plant and a 
plant is a living thing). This description is quite different from the distributed rep-
resentation we have been describing thus far. However, Rogers and colleagues have 
articulated a fonnal model of semantic memory that includes units which integrate 
infonnation across all of the attribute domains (including verbal descriptions and 
object names; McClelland & Rogers, 2003). As a consequence, "abstract semantic 
representations emerge as a product of statistical learning mechanisms in a region 
of cortex suited to performing cross-modal mappings by virtue of its many inter-
connections with different perceptual-motor areas" (Rogers et aI., 2004, 206). The 
interaction between content-bearing perceptual representations and verbal labels 
produces a similarity space that is not captured in any single attribute domain; 
rather, they argue, it reflects abstract similarity (d. Caramazza et aI., 1990; A. R. .,,-, 
Damasio, 1989; Plaut, 2002; Tyler et aI., 2000). ������������ �������������� as a 
candidate for these abstract representations is the temporal pgle, based both on the 
anatomical connectivity of this region and the degener-atien:lOf this region in seman-
tic dementia. 

The notion that interactions between perceptual and verbal representations lead 
to the emergence of new, abstract representations may be relevant for a puzzle that 
has emerged in neuroimaging tests of Allport's (1985) sensorimotor model of 
semantic memory: that there is a consistent trend for retrieval of a given physical 
attribute to be associated withactivatlon 6f'coiifcal ������������������������������������� 
���������������������������������������������et aI., 1995; Thomps'on-Schill, 
2003). This pattern, which has been interpreted as coactivation of the "same areas" 
involved in sensorimotor processing, as Allport hypothesized, could alternatively be 
used as grounds to reject the Allport model. What does this anterior shift reflect? 
We believe the answer may lie in the ideas developed by Rogers and colleagues 
(2004). The process of abstracting away from modality-specific representations 
may occur gradually across a number of cortical regions (perhaps converging on 
the temporal pole). As a result, a gradient of abstraction may emerge in the repre-
sentations throughout a given region of cortex (e.g., the ventral extrastriate 
visual pathway), and the anterior shift may reflect activation of a more abstract 
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representation (Kosslyn & Thompson, 2000). The tasks that have been used to study 
conceptual retrieval of visual attributes have not consistently required the subject 
to retrieve perceptual information. For example, in order to recall that a banana is 
"yellow," activation of color representations that are more abstract than those nec-
essary for perception could suffice. The conceptual similarity space in more anterior 
regions may depart a bit from the similarity space in the environment, perhaps 
moving in the direction of abstract relations. More work is needed to uncover the 
nature of the representations-and how the similarity space may gradually change 
across different cortical regions. 

Categories of Semantic Memory-Redox 
Thus far, we have presented two potentially orthogonal views about the organiza-
tion of semantic memory. We initially considered the hypothesis that representations 
of specific categories of semantic knowledge are instantiated in spatially distinct 
neural regions. As we saw, there is ample support for this hypothesis from the neu-
ropsychologicalliterature, but only partial support from neuroimaging studies. Then, 
we reviewed neuroimaging studies that support models of distributed representa-
tions of semantic memory, where different attribute domains of object knowledge 
are represented in distinct sensorimotor systems. As the reader having even a 
passing familiarity with these literatures will know, these two hypotheses about the 
organization of semantic memory are intertwined, by virtue of the fact that the 
taxonomic category of an object and its associated attribute domains are not at all 
orthogonal. The confound between these two putative organizing principles has 
made it challenging to uncover the neural architecture of semantic memory. 

Warrington and McCarthy (1983) first called attention to implications of this 
relation for the interpretation of category-specific deficits: whereas sensory attri-
butes are important for discriminating between members of the category of living 
things, functional attributes are more important for discriminating between members 
of the category of nonliving things. Thus, category-specific deficits could result from 
the degradation of an attribute domain of semantic memory. Since the mid-1980s, 
this sensory-functional theory has persisted in a variety of accounts of category-
specific deficits, all of which hold that semantic knowledge is stored in sensorimotor 
channels, and that the relative importance of information contained in these chan-
nels varies across items in different categories (e.g., Farah & McClelland, 1991; 
Martin et aI., 2000; Saffran & Schwartz, 1994; Simmons & Barsalou, 2003). 

Accordingly, one explanation of category-specific activation in neuroimaging 
studies is that these differences reflect the differential weighting of visual and func-
tional knowledge across categories (e.g., Martin et aI., 1996). In order to test this 
account, Patterson and colleagues have reported two PET studies that have uncon-
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founded object category and attribute domain. In the first, subjects made similarity 
judgments about living or nonliving things on the basis of either visual or nonvisual 
information. With this fully crossed design, the authors compared the magnitude of 
category-specific effects and attribute-specific effects directly, and concluded that 
the latter were more prominent neurally (Mummery et al., 1998). In a second study, 
subjects generated visual or nonvisual features in response to an object name (Lee, 
Graham, et al., 2002). Although they found no category-specific effects, they did find 
an effect of attribute type: visual retrieval activated left posterior inferior temporal 
cortex, and nonvisual retrieval activated left middle temporal cortex and right fusi-
form cortex. 

The relationship between visual processing demands and object category was 
elegantly demonstrated in a PET study by Rogers and colleagues (2005). Subjects 
categorized photographs of animals and vehicles at one of three levels ofspecificity 
(e.g., animal, bird, or robin; vehicle, boat, or ferry). Posterior fusiform activation was 
greater for animals than for vehicles only when subjects were categorizing pictures 
at an intermediate level (e.g., bird). The authors argued that the fusiform gyrus 
responds to the discrimination of items with similar visual representations, and that 
at the intermediate level of description only, animals have more overlapping visual 
properties than do vehicles. In addition, the modulation of the category effect 
by task demands provides a plausible explanation for the inconsistent pattern of 
category-specific effects described earlier. 

The sensory-functional theory has been debated and refined as new observations 
have challenged the ability of this theory to parsimoniously account for the relevant 
neuropsychological data. Caramazza and colleagues have frequently called atten-
tion to some of the more problematic findings for the sensory-functional theory. An 
early objection was based on the observation that patients with living-things deficits 
have impairments across multiple attribute domains (Caramazza & Shelton, 1998). 
The sensory-functional theory, which presumes that living-things deficits result from 
loss of visual knowledge, would seem to predict normal nonvisual knowledge of 
living things. This objection was initially answered by Farah and McClelland (1991), 
who used a computational model to demonstrate the emergence of category-specific 
effects (across attributes) following damage to an interactive, attribute-specific 
systems. Key to the behavior of this model was the assumption that retrieval of a 
weakly represented attribute of a concept would depend on the activation of more 
strongly represented attributes, thus exhibiting a critical-mass effect. Thompson-
Schill and colleagues (1999) sought physiological evidence for this assumption: 
for living things, retrieval of visual or nonvisual information should require activa-
tion of visual representations, because of the disproportionate weighting of visual 
information in the representations of living things. For nonliving things, no such 
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dependence on visual knowledge should occur. As predicted, areas involved in 
visual knowledge retrieval were active during judgments about visual and nonvisual 
attributes of living things but only during judgments about visual attributes of non-
living things. These results lend credence to claims that category-specific activations 
actually reflect attribute-specific representations. (For a different interpretation of 
these data, see Caramazza, 20(0). 

A second criticism of Caramazza and colleagues' has proven more difficult to 
answer: the sensory-functional theory would seem to predict that patients with a 
degradation of the visual attribute domain would have impaired visual knowledge 
of all concepts, not just of living things. However, at least some patients with a living-
things deficit have normal visual knowledge of nonliving things (Caramazza & 
Shelton, 1998). Here, we suggest a possible way to answer this objection, on the basis 
of some of the ideas that have emerged from the neuroimaging studies reviewed 
above. As we argued earlier, visual knowledge is most probably not a single attribute 
domain. Under this revised description of visual knowledge, in which visual knowl-
edge itself is a distributed representation, a different set of predictions emerges: 
objects with multiple sources of knowledge about their appearance (e.g., vision, 
touch, actions) will be less susceptible to loss of any single source of visual knowl-
edge (ct. Crutch & Warrington, 2003). We tend to have more sources of knowledge 
of the appearance of nonliving things, or at least of certain nonliving things. Thus, 
damage to ventral visual processing regions, which represent only one source of 
information, will not necessarily cause an impairment to other representations of 
appearance for these things. This idea was present in Allport's (1985) description 
of attribute domains (he used the example "cloud"), but it was not included in 
many sensory-functional theories that, in effect, collapsed across all types of visual 
knowledge. We argue here that the consideration of multiple sources of visual 
knowledge-and the way those sources vary across categories-may be crucial to 
our ability to explain category-specific phenomena. 

There are some provocative data that lend credence to this conjecture: Borgo and 
Shallice (2001) described a patient with a living-things deficit who was also unable 
to identify nonliving things without a solid form (e.g., liquids). They argued that the 
affected attribute domains were purely visual qualities, such as color and texture, 
which are unrelated to object use. However, his knowledge-including visual knowl-
edge-of artifacts presumed to have strong form-action links (i.e., affordances) was 
preserved (ct. De Renzi & Lucchelli, 1994;Tyler & Moss, 1997). Wolk and colleagues 
(2005) more directly examined the role of affordances in a patient with an apparent 
living-things deficit. They noted that this patient was impaired at recognizing not 
only animals but also artifacts that minimally afforded a particular action. In con-
trast, for artifacts that strongly afforded an action (e.g., piano), the patient could 
identify a line drawing of the object. The patient's ability to recognize shape, in the 
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absence of a functional occipitotemporal representation of form, may have been 
mediated by action representations (for objects where the form affords the action). 
Subsequently, we demonstrated that this patient's knowledge of the color of objects 
was impaired (in contrast to his normal knowledge of both shape and size; Oliver 
et aI., 2004). 

In summary, the relationship between taxonomic categories and attribute domains, 
and the implications of that relationship for our understanding of phenomena such 
as category-specific deficits and activation patterns, is continuing to be informed by 
new neuroimaging studies of semantic memory. It is likely that at least some of the 
category-specific phenomena will be better understood as the result of processing 
within a distributed semantic system organized around a broad collection of senso-
rimotor attributes. However, refinements to the sensory-functional theory-perhaps 
beginning by abandoning the term "functional"-are clearly warranted by both the 
neuropsychological and the neuroimaging literature (figure 6.1). Finally, it is worth 
noting that evidence for attribute-specific representations does not necessarily 
refute the hypothesis that there are category-specific representations (and vice 
versa); it is possible that the organization of semantic representations has more than 
one governing principle. Several investigators have proposed the emergence of 
category representations as an intermediary between sensorimotor knowledge and 
language (e.g., Coltheart et aI., 1998). The relationship of semantic memory to lan-
guage, and the extent to which category-specific representations exist in either or 
both, should be the subject of future research. 
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Figure 6.1  
A revised version of Allport's (1985) influential model of distributed sensorimotor semantic represen·  
tations, incorporating attribute domains that have been the subject of recent neuroimaging  
investigations.  
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Semantic Memory Retrieval 

In the preceding section, we argued that semantic memory comprises, at least in 
part, a distributed set of representations that are tied to sensorimotor channels. Now 
we turn to the question of how these distributed representations are retrieved when 
one accesses semantic memory. In particular, we focus on two questions: First, we 
consider the relationship between the input modality and the process of semantic 
retrieval. Second, we discuss evidence that regions of PFC, in certain contexts, func-
tion to bias activity across distributed representations in semantic memory. 

Accessing Semantic Memory from Words and Pictures 
In neuropsychological investigations of semantic memory impairments, striking dis-
sociations have been noted between visual and verbal input modalities. For example, 
patients with optic aphasia are unable to name visually presented objects, despite 
relatively spared perception of stimulus surface structure (Beauvois, 1982; Riddoch 
& Humphreys, 1987), and other patients perform significantly better with pictures 
than with words (e.g., Bub et aI., 1988; Lambon Ralph & Howard, 2000; Saffran et 
aI., 2003). These dissociations have led researchers to examine whether information 
from different input modalities may have differential access to different content 
within the conceptual system (see also Paivio, 1971; Shallice, 1988). 

Many of the neuroimaging studies examining modality differences have reported 
regions of common activation and regions of modality-specific activations. For 
example, Vandenberghe and colleagues (1996) reported that semantic judgments of 
both words and pictures activated common regions in inferior temporal and frontal 
cortex, but also that a few areas were uniquely activated only by pictures (left pos-
terior inferior temporal sulcus) or only by words (left anterior middle temporal 
gyrus and left inferior frontal sulcus). Similarly, Postler and colleagues (2003) 
observed common areas of activation across verbal and visual modalities (left 
inferior frontal gyrus and middle temporal gyrus) along with modality-specific areas 
(see also Bright et aI., 2004 for a meta-analysis and report of similar findings). 

Across various neuroimaging studies, a few regions have emerged as candidate 
regions for an amodal semantic system: left inferior frontal gyrus, middle temporal 
areas, and ventral temporal lobe, centered on the fusiform gyrus (see also Bookheimer 
et aI., 1995; Moore & Price, 1999; Perani et aI., 1999). Since activity in these common 
regions is invariant to input modality, these data seem to provide support for a 
unitary semantic system, such as that described by Caramazza and colleagues (1990). 
However, one must be cautious in interpreting "common activation" as "common 
representations." Given the limited spatial resolution of fMRI and PET, it is difficult 
to determine whether commonly activated brain regions indicate involvement of 
the same network of neurons or involvement of different networks of neurons exist-
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ing in the same regions. One possible way to sidestep this limitation is discussed in 
"Issues" (below). 

Neuroimaging evidence for input modality-specific activations proves equally 
problematic to interpret. One possibility is that these patterns reflect the existence 
of separate visual and verbal semantic systems (cf. Warrington & Shallice, 1984). 
Under this account, there is a redundant representation of semantic information in 
two different formats. A second possibility is that modality-specific activation pat-
terns reflect differences in presemantic processing (Bright et al., 2004). This account 
might explain why the locations of putative modality-specific regions have been 
inconsistent across studies. We favor a third explanation: different input modalities 
may be preferentially associated with (or have preferential access to) different 
attribute domains in the distributed semantic system. By this logic, modality-specific 
effects do not reveal differences in the format of the representations accessed by 
different modalities, nor do they indicate redundant representations of the same 
semantic information. Rather, under this account, modality-specific effects reflect 
relations across attribute domains. For example, consider the relationship between 
form and manipulation knowledge (described in the Form section): Pictorial stimuli, 
which contain form information, may have preferential access to manipulation 
knowledge compared with word stimuli. Consistent with this claim, Chainay and 
Humphreys (2002) reported that normal subjects were faster at making action deci-
sion (e.g., pour or twist?) about picture stimuli than word stimuli. Also, using a free 
association task, Saffran et al. (2003) observed that subjects generated more action 
words (i.e., verbs) in response to pictures of objects than to written names of objects. 
Thus, activation patterns that appear specific to pictures could instead be point-
ing to areas specialized to represent action information. These three accounts of 
modality-specific activations have yet to be distinguished within the neuroimaging 
literature. 

Selection of Semantic Representations 
Consider the task of deciding whether a cherry is more similar to a rose or to a 
banana: On the one hand, cherries and bananas are both the fruits of a tree, both 
are edible, and both taste sweet. On the other hand, cherries and roses (at least the 
canonical ones) are red and approximately (in the case of the rose) spherical. If the 
attribute domains representing these three items were "polled" to assess similarity, 
conflict would occur. In order to answer the question, presuming you were not 
content simply to choose randomly, you might try to pay attention to some sources 
of information more than others. The process of resolving this sort of conflict is the 
subject of this section of the chapter. 

In any model in which information is represented as a distributed pattern across 
multiple units, there exists the possibility for the partial activation of multiple, 
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incompatible representations. The process of resolving this conflict and arriving at 
a stable representation can be referred to by the term selection: In any step along 
an information-processing stream, an appropriate representation must be selected 
for further processing. In some cases, selection of a representation may proceed 
successfully based entirely on local constraints (e.g., bottom-up inputs to In;ystetnJ: 
However, in other cases, conflict among competing representations may �������� 

top-down modulation of the selection process. We suggest that this intervention 
comes in the form of a modulatory signal from PFC that aids in the selection of an 
appropriate representation (d. Fletcher et aI., 2000; Miller & Cohen, 2001). 

One example of variation in selection demands can be seen in the verb generation 
task: In response to the probe "cat," the activation of many weakly associated 
actions (e.g., "scratch," "purr") and/or of a strongly associated non-action (e.g., dog) 
might fail to produce sufficient activation to select any action representation. Both 
of these situations (underdetermined representations and prepotent representa-
tions) can induce conflict among active representations in working memory that 
requires top-down intervention (Botvinick et aI., 2001). In contrast, in response 
to the probe "scissors," the strongly associated action "cut" might be activated 
from the input without additional demands for conflict resolution. The process 
of generating a verb related to "cat" and "scissors" thus differs in the selection 
demands. 

Systematic manipulation of selection demands during semantic processing effec-
tively modulates the fMRI response in the posterior left inferior frontal gyrus 
(pLIFG; Thompson-Schill et aI., 1997). Subsequent studies have shown that this 
effect is specific to PFC (Thompson-Schill, D'Esposito, et aI., 1999); is not limited 
to production tasks or to certain stimulus types, such as verbs (Thompson-Schill et 
aI., 1997); is not an effect of response conflict (which has been linked to the;mteriQr 
cingulate; Barch et aI., 20(0); and is not simply a reflection of task difficulty 
(Thompson-Schill, D'Esposito, et aI., 1999). Rather, it appears that activity in the 
pLIFG is modulated by increasing demands to select a representation among com-
peting sources of information (for a more detailed review, see Thompson-Schill, 
2003). This conclusion is bolstered by evidence that patients with lesions to' the 
pLIFG have impairments in word retrieval under high selection demands that are 
proportional to the extent of their lesion in the left frontal operculum (Thompson-
Schill et aI., 1998). 

There are, naturally, other hypotheses about the role of ventrolateral PFC in 
semantic retrieval. Early observations of pLIFG activation during semantic retrieval 
led to consideration of the specific role this area may play in semantic memory 
(Petersen et aI., 1988; Tulving et al., 1994) because the one region that is most con-
sistently activated during semantic retrieval, across categories, attributes, and 
modalities, is the pLIFG. Our hypothesis that pLIFG is necessary for the selection 
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of semantic information from competing alternatives, and not semantic retrieval per 
se, was motivated in part by the observation that naming pictures and making 
semantic comparisons do not consistently lead to pLIFG activation, despite the 
prima facie involvement of semantic knowledge in these tasks (e.g., Wise et al., 
1991), and in part by the absence of converging evidence from lesion studies of the 
necessity of pLIFG for semantic retrieval. For example, Price and colleagues (1999) 
described a patient with pLIFG damage who was able to make semantic similarity 
judgments; PET activation in this patient revealed temporal, not frontal, activation 
associated with semantic processing. 

Another, more specific, hypothesis about the role of pLIFG in semantic process-
ing came from reports of increased activation in this region during semantic tasks 
involving tools. As was discussed above, knowledge ����� tool use has been hypoth-
esized to depend on regions at or near ventral premotor cortex (adjacent to hand 
representations in motor cortex), typically including the region of pLIFG described 
above but extending more posteriorally into premotor cortex. To examine whether 
the left frontal response to tools can be further dissociated, we systematically manip-
ulated object category (animals vs. tools) and selection demands (based on name 
agreement measures, d. Kan & Thompson-Schill, 2004) in a picture-naming task. 
We identified two distinct neural components that jointly contribute to the previ-
ously reported tool-specific response: a posterior region, centered in left ventrolat-
eral premotor cortex, that responds to motor knowledge retrieval, and an anterior 
region, centered in the left frontal operculum, that responds to selection among 
competing alternatives (Kan et al., 2006). 

Other accounts of the role of the ventrolateral PFC in semantic retrieval draw a 
clear distinction between areas that represent semantic memory and areas that serve 
to maintain or manipulate those representations. One such proposal is that PFC 
is involved in temporary maintenance of semantic attributes in working memory 
(Gabrieli et al., 1998). Another alternative proposal is that activity in PFC reflects 
"controlled semantic retrieval" (Wagner et al., 2001). One key difference between 
these hypotheses and our own (see also Barch et al., 2000; Fletcher et al., 2000) is 
that we have described a potentially general-purpose mechanism that is not specific 
to semantic processing, whereas proposals of semantic working memory or con-
trolled semantic retrieval are clearly specific to semantic retrieval. A mechanism 
that guides selection among competing representations may be necessary not only 
for some semantic retrieval tasks, but also for the successful performance of many 
tasks, including the ability to identify a color type instead of reading a word (i.e., 
the Stroop task; Milham, 2001; Perret, 1974), to reduce interference during working 
memory, or to maintain fixation instead of making a saccade to a target (i.e., the 
anti-saccade task; Guitton et al., 1985). For example, we have discussed the relation 
between the putative selection mechanism and working memory (Thompson-Schill 
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et aI., 2002), language processing (Novick et al., 2005; Thompson-Schill, in press) 
and visual selective attention (Kan & Thompson-Schill, 2004). 

One reason to favor a more general account is that numerous lines of evidence 
suggest that PFC is not organized by stimulus content or domain but rather by 
processing type (for a review, see D'Esposito et aI., 1998; Owen, 1997). Although 
many of these studies have compared visual and spatial forms of working memory, 
we have reported a similar lack of material specificity in pLIFG in a comparison of 
semantic and phonological working memory (Barde & Thompson-Schill, 2002). At 
least one other study also has failed to find differences between phonological and 
semantic processing (Gold & Buckner, 2002). However, these two studies exist 
alongside many reports of increased pLIFG activation during phonological process-
ing (relative to semantic processing; e.g., Poldrack et aI., 1999). What accounts for 
this discrepancy? We believe that the so-called phonological activation may actually 
reflect increased selection demands in response to representational conflict during 
the phonological tasks. These tasks typically require subjects to make judgments 
about the syllable structure or vowel sounds of words, as in the cherry-rose-banana 
example above. Such a comparison will likely involve ignoring other forms of simi-
larity (e.g., similarity in various semantic attribute domains) in order to focus solely 
on phonological similarity. It is noteworthy that the two studies which have failed 
to find differences between phonological and semantic tasks in pLIFG (Barde & 
Thompson-Schill, 2002; Gold & Buckner, 2002) are the only two reported compari-
sons of semantic processing of words to phonological processing of non-words 
(where conflicting semantic similarity would not be a problem). 

Summary 

In this review of neuroimaging studies of semantic memory, we have presented 
evidence for a semantic memory system in which concept representations are dis-
tributed across sensorimotor domains. Expanding on previous descriptions of these 
sensorimotor representations, the model we have depicted in figure 6.1 includes 
putative subdivisions that are emerging from neuropsychological and neuroimaging 
studies of perception, action, and semantic retrieval. For example, we argue for 
multiple representations of visual knowledge attributes that parallel distinctions 
made in visual neuroscience. We also propose a subdivision of action knowledge 
across motor domains and abstract domains of knowledge. These modifications 
provide a more complete description of the many sources of information that we 
have about concepts, and may prove useful in understanding selective breakdowns 
in semantic memory. We have argued that activation of information represented 
across these various sensorimotor domains will depend on the nature of the specific 
concept being retrieved (i.e., what is known about it), the input modality (i.e., what 
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part of the distributed pattern is determined by the input), and biasing mechanisms 
that guide competitive interactions between representations. Consideration of these 
factors can be crucial for the interpretation of neuroimaging patterns across the 
wide variety of tasks and stimuli that we have described here. Finally, we have 
described how interactions between different domains (e.g., linguistic and percep-
tual) may alter sensorimotor representations and allow for the emergence of abstract 
semantic representations. 

Issues 

Tulving titled his 1986 response to the commentaries on his precis on the organiza-
tion of memory "Episodic and semantic memory: Where should we go from here?" 
We might ask the same question today. And more precisely, for this volume, we ask, 
"Where should neuroimaging studies go from here?" Throughout this chapter, we 
have tried to highlight areas of inquiry that are still in need of clarification. Here, 
we outline a few new directions in which we believe the field is (or should be) 
moving. These are our predictions for three general questions about semantic 
memory that will be covered in the third edition of this volume. 

Adapting to Change 

One way to characterize the kind of information that is represented by a population 
of neurons is with a description of the similarity space of neural responses. Just as 
one can discern the function of an individual neuron by determining what stimulus 
variations affect its firing rate and what variations do not, so the description of a 
population of neurons can be informed by an understanding of the factors that 
determine overlap in firing patterns. In a distributed representation of some aspect 
of semantic memory, the similarity of two patterns will reflect the similarity between 
two concepts along some dimension: If you can figure out the organizing princi-
ples behind the similarity space, you will understand what properties the area 
represents. 

Until recently, attempts to determine the population code of a region using func-
tional neuroimaging methods seemed well beyond any hoped-for resolution of these 
methods. However, several investigators have made arguments about representa-
tional similarity using a technique that is referred to as "fMRI adaptation" (Grill-
Spector & Malach, 2001). The logic of the approach depends on the assumption that 
the integrated fMRI response to a sequentially presented pair of stimuli that are 
representationally similar will be less than to a pair of stimuli that are representa-
tionally distinct, because in the former case, the repeated activation of the same 
set of neurons will produce a reduced (i.e., adapted) response (Muller et aI., 1999). 
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This logic has been applied to studies of object and space representations in occipital 
and temporal cortex (Epstein et aI., 2003; Grill-Spector et aI., 1999; Kourtzi & 
Kanwisher,2001). 

There are a number questions that could be addressed using this technique. An 
obvious place to begin would be to characterize the similarity space of regions 
hypothesized to function as attribute domains in semantic memory. For example, 
as illustrated in figure 6.2, a region that represents color knowledge should show 
weaker (i.e., adapted) responses during retrieval of concepts that are the same color 
than it does for concepts that vary in color (but are similar in other ways). Likewise, 
the technique could also be used to investigate the similarity space of anterior tem-
poral cortex, which has been described as the repository of more abstract represen-
tations. Finally, fMRI adaptation could be used to understand the phenomenon that 
we have referred to as the "anterior shift" in semantic representations. If this shift 
represents the gradual transfonnation from sensorimotor to abstract representa-

evoked event-related 
neural response fMRI response 

� 

Figure 6.2  
A hypothetical example of the application of fMRI adaptation to the study of semantic memory repre- 
sentations. In the example shown here, the fMRI response in an area that represents color knowledge  
(e.g., V4) should be less to a pair of stimuli with similar colors than to a pair with different colors, regard- 
less of other similarities and differences. In contrast, the reverse pattern should be expected in an area  
that represents more abstract properties of objects. Figure courtesy of Russell Epstein.  
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tions, as we have hypothesized, the similarity space (and thus the adaptation effects) 
should reflect this shift. 

Connecting the Dots 

In the opening pages of his book on networks, Albert-Laszl6 Barabasi considers the 
effect of reductionism on scientific progress: "The assumption is that once we under-
stand the parts, it will be easy to grasp the whole. Divide and conquer; the devil is 
in the details. Therefore for decades we have been forced to see the world through 
its constituents.... Now we are close to knowing just about everything there is to 
know about the pieces. But we are as far as we have ever been from understanding 
nature as a whole" (Barabasi, 2002, 6). 

For much of this chapter, we have been taking apart semantic memory. Although 
we are not quite in the position to say we know "just about everything there is to 
know" about the pieces that make up our semantic memory networks, the contribu-
tions of neuroimaging to that enterprise are on the rise. The next step-or a parallel 
venture-will be to study the network properties of semantic memory, including 
how it develops and how it degrades. We have already seen the influence of "network 
thinking" on cognitive models of semantic memory; one such example is the work 
of McClelland and Rogers described earlier (McClelland & Rogers, 2003), and there 
are many others. However, most neuroimaging studies of semantic memory are still 
largely reductionist, even if the results describe "networks of activation." This will 
change. 

Emerging neuroimaging methods are making it easier to describe the structural 
networks that provide the scaffolding for semantic memory and the correlated pat-
terns that emerge: Studies that invasively trace anatomical projections in monkeys 
(Petrides & Pandya, 2002) can now be approximated in humans using diffusion 
tensor imaging (DTI) and functional connectivity analyses. For example, DTI-
derived estimates of white matter density can be used to predict the magnitude of 
the fMRI response in adjacent gray matter during working memory tasks (Olesen 
et aI., 2003). Patterns of task-dependent correlated activity between anterior and 
posterior cortical regions have been used to describe functions of PFC (Bokde 
et aI., 2001). These methods are beginning to be used to describe networks that 
could give rise to the sorts of computational principles proposed by cognitive 
theorists (McClelland & Rogers, 2003). Perhaps these inquiries will lead to the 
discovery that semantic networks-like networks that describe the Internet, the 
economy, and the cell-have the same "hublike" properties that govern many evolv-
ing networks and that give those networks both resilience and vulnerability in pre-
dictable ways (Barabasi, 2002). Networks are everywhere, and we will be hearing 
more about them in the functional neuroimaging of semantic memory. 
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Embracing Differences 

Psychologists can be divided into those who treat subject variability as noise and 
those who treat it as data. In the short history of functional neuroimaging, subject 
variability has been treated almost exclusively as noise. We hate it. We try to get rid 
of it. Anything to get those random-effects t-values higher! 

Of course, as the "other half' could tell us, variability is noise only if you can't 
explain it. And, as cognitive neuroscientists have started making attempts to explain 
subject variability in activation patterns, they are discovering that, in many cases, it 
can be explained. We are now witnessing the gradual emergence of a cognitive 
neuroscience of individual differences: variation in VI activation is related to con-
trast discrimination thresholds (Boynton et al., 1999); variation in parahippocampal 
cortex activation is related to navigational competence (Epstein et al., 2005); varia-
tion in amygdala activation is related to baseline mood (Schaefer et al., 2002) and 
personality variables (Canli et al., 2002); and variation in PFC activation is 
related to fluid intelligence (Gray et al., 2003). Closer to the topic of this chapter, 
Farah and Peronnet (1989) observed that ERP patterns evoked during mental 
imagery varied as a function of self-reported skill in imagery, and Kosslyn and 
colleagues (1996) reported PET activation in VI that correlated with response 
time on a visualization task. But, by and large, investigators using neuroimaging 
to study semantic memory have not yet jumped on the "individual differences" 
bandwagon. Perhaps this is because many define semantic memory as shared knowl-
edge, to distinguish it from the individual experiences that form our episodic memory. 
But semantic memories are shared only to the extent that our experiences are 
shared. 

There have been occasional attempts to explain variation in behavioral category-
specific effects (in normal subjects and brain-damaged patients) in terms of indi-
vidual experience (Laws, 2000). For example,Wilson and colleagues (1995) described 
the living-things deficit of a professional musician (Patient C) who, unlike many 
patients with living-things deficits, displayed preserved knowledge of musical instru-
ments; one explanation of the variation in this pattern is that a musician has more 
sources of information (e.g., tactile, motor) about instruments than others do, leaving 
the category of musical instruments less susceptible to degradation following focal 
damage. There are also reports of the effects of extreme variation in experience on 
neuroimaging patterns, such as that observed in comparisons of blind and sighted 
individuals ������������ et al., 2003; Roder et al., 2002). For example, Noppeney and 
colleagues (2003) compared activation during semantic retrieval in sighted and 
early-blind subjects. Interestingly (relevant to the point about networks above), they 
found similar profiles of activation but different patterns of functional connectivity 
within those networks that the authors attribute to an abnormal pruning process. 
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We observed variation during semantic retrieval that may result from slightly less 
extreme variations in experience: left- and right-handed tool use. We found that 
naming photographs of manipulable objects was, as expected, associated with 
increased activity in left inferior frontal cortex, extending from the frontal opercu-
lum to ventrolateral premotor cortex (Kan et al., 2006). Crucial to the interpretation 
of the premotor response, individual variation in motor experience with these 
objects was highly correlated with the magnitude of the response in ventrolateral 
premotor cortex, but not in the frontal operculum. These results provide the first 
demonstration of a domain-specific response in premotor cortex during retrieval of 
stored knowledge that is both linked to motor experience and distinguishable from 
domain-general cognitive control functions of prefrontal cortex. 

A complete theory of the neural bases of semantic memory not only will describe 
the "average" semantic network but also will be able to predict individual variation 
around that average. It is easy to talk about the role of sensorimotor experience in 
the formation of a semantic network, but it is another matter to measure it, to 
manipulate it, and to quantify its effects. We anticipate seeing efforts to do just that 
in the neuroimaging of semantic memory, such as What factors predict the devel-
opmental progression to mature semantic activation patterns? How does motor 
experience affect object representations in dorsal and ventral visual areas? How 
are activation patterns during semantic retrieval related to other visuomotor 
competencies? 

Returning to An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, Locke argued that 
individuals "come to be furnished with fewer or more simple ideas from without, 
according as the objects they converse with afford greater or less variety; and from 
the operations of their minds within, according as they more or less reflect on them" 
(p. 61). Variations both in our experiences with the world and in the way in which 
those experiences are represented should have profound, and perhaps predictable, 
effects on the organization and retrieval of semantic memory. A complete under-
standing of the representation of "shared knowledge" may depend on our ability to 
describe aspects of these representations that aren't shared, to characterize varia-
tions in the neural bases of semantic memory. 
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